
 

 
 
 
 
Often times, terrorist groups do not act alone, but with the support of states, both domestically and internationally. 
Although these states may not always be directly involved with terrorist groups or attacks, they are still involved with 
the institution of terrorism itself. 

 
1) Ignoring – Certain states are aware of terrorist groups that are causing violence either globally or within their 

borders against innocent civilians, but ultimately ignore them. Although this is not a direct act of terrorism, 
the knowledge of terrorist activity occurring and not taking action against it makes the state guilty of being 
an inactive bystander. 

 While not all states that don’t act against terrorism are "aiding" terrorism, those of which that have 
knowledge of the group within the state and do not act on them are aiding in some capacity.  

 
In the early 1990s, a Colombian vigilante group, Los Pepes formed to wage a war against the Colombian drug lord, 
Pablo Escobar. The Colombian government did not immediately act on Los Pepes due to their common goal of 
eliminating Pablo Escobar and his influence on the Colombian drug market. 
 
 A Question for You 
 Within the United States, groups such as the Ku Klux Klan have existed with minimal effort to 
 remove them. Could we classify them as state sponsoring terrorism? 
 

2) International Support –Some states, while not directly involved in terrorist activities, still provide 
aid to terrorist groups whether it be in the form weapons, supplies, financial support. 

 
When the Irish Republican Army (IRA) was fighting against the British Government over independence for 
Northern Ireland in the final few decades of the 1900s, the Libyan government head (Muammar Gaddafi) 
sympathized with the IRA’s cause. Similar to the IRA, the Libyan government was not in favor of British 
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imperialism, leading him to aid the IRA through supplying them with advanced weaponry and state-of-the-art 
bomb making abilities. 
 
 Question for you? 
 In the 1980s, the United States supplied training and weaponry to the Mujahidin in Afghanistan in order to 
 hold back the Soviet Union. Of these Mujahidin, Osama bin Laden, the soon leader of al-Qaeda, was part of 
 this group. He would soon go on to start al-Qaeda years later. Would you consider the United States a funder 
 of terrorism in this case? 
 

3) Domestic Support – Terrorist groups on the run from other governments are sometimes given domestic 
support from a state. This could be the terrorist group gaining the ability to operate freely within the state, or 
gaining sanctuary from other governments they are being perused by. 

 
After the 9/11 terrorist attacks carried out by al-Qaeda, the United States government began the War on Terror and 
began a manhunt of Osama bin Laden. As the United States got closer to killing bin Laden, it is believed he was aided 
by the Pakistani government, allowing him to live in a compound within the country to hide. The Pakistani government 
may not have been involved in any of the al-Qaeda terrorist attacks, but were criticized due to their aid to the al 
Qaeda leader. 

 A Question for You 
 Do you believe that a government that supports terrorism should be held accountable for the various attacks 
 they carry out while under their protection? 
 

4) Engaging in Terrorist Activities – In some instances, states directly engage in terrorist attacks to 
further their political agenda or to deliver a damaging blow to a rival group or state. 

 
The bombing of Korean Air Flight 858 was a terrorist attack committed by two North Korean agents given orders from 
the North Korean government to plant an explosive device in the luggage compartment above their seats before 
exiting the plane themselves at the first stop-over in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The plane was an international 
flight between Baghdad, Iraq and Seoul, South Korea. North Korean leaders later stated that the attack was intended 
to frighten teams from attending the 1988 Seoul Olympics. 
 
 
Table Talk Takeaway 
State terrorism is on a unique spectrum. The question is raised of what the difference in liability is for states that 
ignores terrorism instead of engaging in it themselves. It is crucial to remember that even governments are not above 
involving themselves in terrorism. 
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